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 University of Wisconsin -Madison

 This article analyzes positions on pornography using Q-methodology. Eighty-five respondents
 sorted a sample of 86 opinion statements on definitions of pornography, personal reactions to
 it, its causes and effects, and socialpolicy recommendations. Factor analysis was used to identify
 clusters of individuals in the United States who share common subjectively defined points of
 view on pornography. The three patterns of responses that emerged from the analysis were
 labeled Religious-Conservative, Liberal, and Antipornography Feminist. Using the empirical
 data, we examine the logical and ethical structures of these points of view and their political
 and legal implications. We conclude that the viewpoints are too incompatible to sustain stable
 and effective political alignments among the adherents.

 Pornography has emerged in recent years as one of the most hotly contested
 social issues, and one that has divided the feminist community in the United
 States (Berger et al. forthcoming). Radical feminists and religious
 fundamentalists have decried the harm caused by pornography and have
 proposed various, though differing, political and legal remedies. The U.S.
 Attorney General's Commission on Pornography (1986) called for increased
 prosecutions under existing obscenity law, as well as the passage of new laws

 AUTHORS' NOTE: Earlier versions of this article were presented at the Annual Meetings of
 the National Women 's Studies Association (Atlanta, June 1987) and the American Society of
 Criminology (Montreal, November 1987) and at the Third International Q Conference (Univer-
 sity of Missouri School of Journalism, Columbia, November 1987).
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 against pornography (Douglas 1986; Vance 1986). Civil libertarians within
 and outside the feminist community in the United States have challenged this
 political agenda, charged the antipornography movement with advocating
 censorship, and warned of the negative consequences of increased govern-
 mental involvement in this issue (see Burstyn 1985; Durham 1986;
 McCormack 1985).

 The aim of this study was to provide an empirically based analysis of
 different ideological positions on pornography that are prevalent in the public
 domain in the United States. In this article we used the term ideology to refer
 to the taken-for-granted and shared symbolic systems used by individuals to
 make sense of their world and from which their social action is informed and

 directed. This usage does not carry with it the negative connotations of false
 consciousness, and it is not concerned with the truth or falsity of a given point
 of view, although some ideologies may dominate others through their insti-
 tutionalization in ongoing social, political, and legal practices (Althusser
 1971; Hunt 1985; Sumner 1979).

 The study used Q-methodology. Respondents sorted a sample of opinion
 statements on definitions of pornography, personal reactions to it, its causes
 and effects, and social policy recommendations. Factor analysis was used to
 identify distinct clusters of individuals who share common subjectively
 defined points of view on pornography. The three positions that emerged
 from the analysis were labeled Religious-Conservative, Liberal, and Anti-
 pornography Feminist. In this article, we examine the logical and ethical
 structures of these points of view and their political and legal implications.
 We conclude that the viewpoints are too incompatible to sustain stable and
 effective political alignments among the adherents.

 SURVEY RESEARCH ON PORNOGRAPHY

 Despite political, academic, and media reliance on surveys to gauge the
 public's perception of pornography (Smith 1987), the data are insufficient
 and at times contradictory. In 1985, Newsweek published a U.S. national
 survey on pornography conducted by the Gallup polling organization. About
 three-quarters of the respondents agreed that "sexually explicit material
 denigrates women and leads some people to sexual violence," and about
 two-thirds were in favor of banning "magazines, movies and video cassettes
 that feature sexual violence" (p. 58). At the same time, a majority expressed
 an acceptance of nonviolent pornography in contemporary society. For
 example, four-fifths opposed banning "magazines that show nudity," two-
 fifths opposed banning the showing of X-rated movies in theaters, and
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 two-thirds opposed banning the "sale or rental of X-rated video cassettes for
 home viewing" (p. 60). Although about half said they believed that sexually
 explicit magazines, movies, and books "provide information about sex" and
 "can help improve the sex lives of some couples," two-thirds were concerned
 that such materials lead "to a breakdown of public morals" (p. 60).

 Similarly, in the 1986 General Social Survey, a majority of respondents
 agreed with statements asserting that pornography has positive effects (e.g.,
 that it "provide[s] information about sex" or "an outlet for bottled-up
 impulses"), and a majority also agreed with statements claiming it has neg-
 ative effects (e.g., that it causes a "breakdown of morals" or leads "people to
 commit rape"; Davis and Smith 1986). Although about one-quarter of the
 respondents said they had "seen an X-rated movie in the last year," a majority
 believed that there "should be laws against the distribution of pornography."
 Our own cross-tabular analysis of the GSS data indicated that women were
 less likely than men to say they had seen an X-rated movie, and more likely
 to agree that pornography has negative effects and to disagree that it has
 positive effects.

 The public's ambivalence toward pornography is also evident in a 1986
 survey conducted for Time by Yankelovich Clancy Shulman. For example,
 only 38 percent of those polled said they believed that "sexually expli-
 cit movies, magazines or books have 'harmful effects upon people'." Yet
 between 54 and 65 percent of the respondents agreed that the same materials
 "lead people to be more sexually promiscuous," "encourage people to
 consider women as sex objects," "lead to a breakdown of social morals,"
 "lead people to commit rape," and "lead people to commit acts of sexual
 violence" (p. 22). The survey also found that women were much more
 concerned about pornography than men.

 Studies with more specialized concerns that go beyond the polling of
 respondents reach similar conclusions. For example, Bart et al. (1985)
 surveyed patrons of the antipornography film Not a Love Story and found
 that women were "significantly more negative toward pornography than
 men," and that they experienced "greater attitude and belief changes from
 the film" (p. 307). Their factor analysis of the survey items revealed that men
 evaluated pornography along different dimensions than women did. For
 instance, women's affirmation of a pluralistic society tolerant of pornography

 was more contingent than men's on whether they believed pornography
 causes harm to women.

 In a survey conducted in Madison, Wisconsin, Thompson et al. (1986)
 found that women tended to react more negatively to pornography than men
 did and that "older women, who tend to have less exposure to pornography,
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 are the strongest advocates of government regulation" (p. 2). Perceived
 negative effects of pornography were "by far the largest predictor of attitudes

 toward regulation." Although "no clear 'community' standard was evident,"
 about two-thirds of the respondents believed that pornographic materials
 deserve constitutional protection (p. 2). In a survey conducted in the Atlanta
 metropolitan area, Herrman and Bordner (1983) also found no clear commu-
 nity standard, but men, blacks, and younger, more educated, less religious,
 and less morally rigid respondents had more tolerant and favorable personal
 attitudes toward pornography (also see Wood and Hughes 1984).

 Finally, Kirkpatrick and Zurcher (1983) surveyed feminist activists, who
 tended to be highly educated, middle class, nonreligious, and young. They
 found that 37 percent distinguished between pornography and erotica, with
 66 percent believing that pornography caused violence and 40 percent
 believing that the primary goal of feminist antipornography organizations
 was to educate people about pornography and violence against women. In
 addition, 49 percent felt that the producers of pornography were "profiteers
 out to make easy money" (p. 19).

 Q-METHODOLOGY AND TIlE PORNOGRAPHY Q-SORT

 Q-method provides information about the ways in which opinions on an
 issue fit together in a coherent and holistic fashion. Q-sorting is a modified
 rank-order technique that allows the empirical representation or reconstruc-
 tion of perspectives concerning any given topic of interest (Brown 1980;
 Stephenson 1953). Its emphasis is on subjectivity and the individual's view-
 point as he or she understands it (Brown 1980, p. 321). Subjects are presented
 with a representative sample of the universe of discourse on some issue in
 the form of opinion statements, and are requested to rank-order these state-
 ments from most agreement to most disagreement. If the statements pre-
 sented to subjects are truly a representative sample of opinion on the matter
 under investigation, the rank-order operations performed by each subject
 result in a model of his or her point of view.

 In Q-method, factor analysis is used to interpret the data, treating individ-
 ual opinion statements as observations and subjects as variables. Thus,
 instead of representing clusters of similar responses, factors in Q-method
 identify clusters of like-minded respondents; that is, each factor represents
 the commonality of responses that operationally define an attitude or ideo-
 logical position of a group of people. Once clusters of respondents are
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 identified, factor scoring is used to ascertain the relative importance and
 valence of the Q-sort statements that form each perspective. Q-method
 provides an in-depth analysis of the structure of perspectives, ideologies, or
 world views. "Estimates of the proportions of the population holding various
 views are not made, nor is it assumed that all points of view are captured in
 a single study" (Fried 1988, p. 141).

 In Q-method, population refers to the entire range of existing opinions on
 a particular topic, and sample refers to a subset of statements that are selected
 theoretically to reflect these opinions (Brown 1980). In this study, 85 subjects
 sorted a sample of 86 opinion statements from "most like my point of view"
 (+5) to "most unlike my point of view" (-5) according to the following
 quasi-normal, "forced-choice" distribution.

 (Most Unlike My (Most Like My
 Point of View) Point of View)

 Value -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

 Number of Statements 4 6 8 9 10 12 10 9 8 6 4 (n = 86)

 Subjects who found this distribution too confining were allowed to vary their
 distribution of rank-order statements, since it makes little difference statisti-

 cally if respondents do not follow the forced distribution precisely (Brown
 1980, pp. 201-3; Cottle and McKeown 1980).

 The statement sample, which is listed in Appendix 1, was derived from a
 wide range of popular and academic writings on pornography,l as well as
 from informal exploratory interviews. An initial pool of 140 statements was
 winnowed to the final 86 in an attempt to obtain a manageable sample and
 to provide representation of markedly disparate points of view (e.g., liberal,
 conservative, religious, feminist). In Q-method, an effort is made to select
 statements that, in ethnomethodological terms, adhere as closely as possible
 to the way people actually talk about an issue (Brown 1980, p. 190). Thus
 Q-statements sometimes include what the external observer might consider
 contradictory components.

 The selection of subjects in Q-method is not random but theoretical. An
 attempt is made to administer the Q-sort to persons from diverse sectors of
 society who might be expected to hold different points of view on a particular

 topic. Whether the variation in views occurs as expected is an empirical
 matter to be determined by the statistical analysis (Brown 1980, p. 194). Thus
 in Q-method, "large numbers of persons are nowhere at issue since differ-
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 ences are among factor types," rather than social categories such as class,
 gender, and political identification (p. 175). "All that is required are enough
 subjects to establish the existence of a factor for purposes of comparing one
 factor with another" (p. 192). Q-method does not make claims about
 the distribution of the discovered points of view throughout the general
 population.

 Subjects for this study were chosen on the basis of characteristics we felt
 germane to different points of view concerning pornography. The literature
 survey and exploratory interviews suggested that variations in gender, occu-
 pation, education, political and religious orientation, sexual preference, age,
 and race were related to different points of view on pornography. Subjects
 with the range of relevant characteristics were obtained through community
 contacts in three major urban areas and several smaller cities in southern
 Wisconsin. Each community contact completed the Q-sort and helped obtain
 additional subjects who met our demographic requirements. In order to avoid
 an exclusively regional group of subjects, Q-sorts were also mailed to contact
 persons in others states, who, on the basis of a priori characteristics, were
 expected to hold varying points of view on pornography. Of the 85 subjects
 who participated in the study, 12 were from out of state. (See Table 1 for
 summary information on subject characteristics.)

 INTERPRETATION OF FACTOR STRUCTURE

 The Q-sorts were correlated and subjected to principal components factor
 analysis. The resulting three-factor solution, which provided the most parsi-
 monious and theoretically meaningful interpretation of the data, was orthog-
 onally rotated according to varimax criteria and factor scored. We labeled the
 three factors Religious-Conservative (Factor 1), Liberal (Factor 2), and
 Antipornography Feminist (Factor 3).

 The conventional rule of thumb in Q-method is to use factor loadings
 a .4 to determine the placement of subjects on each factor. Factor loadings
 indicate the degree to which each subject is correlated with each factor.
 Subjects with high loadings on each factor are in a sense "ideal types." We
 found that 28 of the 85 respondents were "pure loaders" on Factor 1; 25 were
 "pure loaders" on Factor 2; and 16 were "pure loaders" on Factor 3. Seven
 subjects were "mixed loaders" on both Factors I and 3, while three subjects
 were "mixed loaders" on both Factors 1 and 2; these subjects were in effect
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 TABLE 1

 Q-Sort Subject Characteristics
 Total a Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

 (N = 85) (N =28) (N =25) (N = 16)

 Gender: Women 59% 61% 36% 81%

 Race: White 86 86 88 94

 Age: < 30 yrs. 22 18 24 31
 30-39 yrs. 40 25 48 56
 40-49 yrs. 28 43 20 13
 50+ yrs. 9 14 8 0

 Marital Status:

 Married

 Never married

 Divorced, separated,
 widowed

 Sexual Preference:
 Heterosexual

 Have Children:

 Religious Background:
 Protestant

 Catholic

 Non-Christian

 None or Agnostic

 Have Current Religious Affiliation:

 Occupation:b
 Professional

 Paraprofessional
 Nonprofessional
 Self-employed
 Other

 Education:

 High school graduate,
 trade or vocational
 school, GED, or less

 College graduate or
 some college

 Graduate degree

 Feminist or Pro-feminist:

 53 79 48 13
 29 4 48 56

 18 18 4 31

 89 100 96 56

 65 89 52 31

 66 71 56 63
 18 21 20 6
 5 0 4 13
 6 0 8 19

 59 86 40 19

 21 11 20 44
 17 14 12 19
 38 54 36 13
 5 4 8 0
 17 14 24 19

 39 57 44 6

 38 25 40 38
 20 7 16 56

 49 21 48 100

 (continued)
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 TABLE 1 Continued

 Total a Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

 (N= 85) (N = 28) (N = 25) (N = 16)

 Political Orientation:
 Democratic-Liberal 33 21 36 38

 Republican-Conservative 12 18 8 0
 Independent 14 21 16 0
 Leftist (e.g., socialist) 11 0 8 44
 None 12 21 12 6

 a Column totals may not add to 100% due to rounding and omission of unknowns and
 undecideds.

 b Professional includes attorney, librarian, minister, professor, researcher, and teacher.
 Paraprofessional includes child advocate, counselor, community health worker, employ-
 ment training counselor, insurance agent, nurse, nutritionist, paralegal, real estate
 agent, and sales. Nonprofessional includes administrative assistant, bankteller, book-
 keeper, clerk, factory worker, laborer, mechanic, proofreader, secretary, service worker,
 switchman, truckdriver, and waitress. Other includes homemaker, retired, student, and
 unemployed.

 hybrids of Factors 1 and 3 and Factors 1 and 2, respectively. No subjects were
 "mixed loaders" on Factors 2 and 3, and 6 subjects did not load on any of the
 three factors. Either these latter subjects failed to find the Q-sort items salient
 to their concerns and thus distributed the statements in a relatively random
 manner, or else their orientations to the content of the Q-sort were indeed

 unique compared to the other subjects in the study. While we believe that the
 three positions are currently the most prevalent in the public domain in the
 United States, the three-factor solution does not represent all of the possible

 positions on pornography (see Davis 1983). For instance, Factor 3 is clearly
 not the only position that feminists may take toward pornography (see
 Table 1 and Berger et al. forthcoming), but all those taking that position
 identified themselves as feminist or pro-feminist.

 Because the selection of subjects in Q-method is based on theoretical
 considerations rather than random sampling, the relative strength of factors,
 expressed in terms of explained variance, carries no a priori significance
 (Brown 1980, pp. 40-43). Nevertheless, the three-factor solution analyzed
 below accounted for 51.5 percent of the variation in the data, with 29.1 per-
 cent, 15.9 percent, and 6.5 percent for Factors 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since
 the factor-scoring procedures used in this study weight more heavily the
 points of view of those persons more strongly associated with each factor,
 reanalysis of the data using only the top 10 loaders from each of the three
 factors increased the explained variance to 65 percent but did not change the
 factor interpretation.
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 Examination of the subject characteristics suggested who was likely to
 align with each factor (see Table 1). Since generalizability in Q-method is to
 types and not to populations, these kinds of observations have the status of
 hypotheses that may be investigated through further research. With regard to

 views on pornography, our findings suggested that Religious-Conservatives
 are relatively older; most likely to be married, have children, define them-
 selves as heterosexual, and have a current religious affiliation; and are least
 likely to have a self-identified political orientation, consider themselves
 feminist or pro-feminist, have any college education, and be employed in a
 professional occupation. Antipornography Feminists are relatively younger;
 most likely to be single, have no children, identify themselves as gay or
 lesbian, have a leftist political orientation, have a graduate degree, or be
 employed in a professional occupation; and are least likely to have a current
 religious affiliation. Liberals are the most heterogeneous demographically,
 but are the most likely to be male.

 In addition to using factor analysis to identify those subjects most strongly

 associated with each ideological perspective, the relative importance and
 valence of each Q-sort statement for each factor was ascertained through
 factor scoring. Factor scores are the weighted average rankings (-5 to +5)
 given to each statement by the persons defining each factor (i.e., those
 persons who were pure loaders on the factor in question). The responses of
 persons loading highest on each factor are given more weight in the calcula-
 tion of the factor scores because they more strongly define the factor. The
 86 Q-sort statements and factor scores for each factor are presented in the
 Appendix. The factor scores for each statement may be arranged so as to
 reconstruct the completed Q-sort or "typal array" produced by representative
 persons on each factor. Typal arrays, presented in Table 2, portray composite
 Q-sorts and provide convenient access to the overall point of view associated
 with each factor.

 The correlations between the arrays of factor scores reveal that the
 Religious-Conservative position (Factor 1) and the Antipornography Femi-
 nist position (Factor 3) share some common ground (r = .585), but that the
 Liberal position (Factor 2) stands in marked opposition to the other points of
 view (r = -.008 and -.004 with Factors 1 and 3, respectively). Thus some
 observers are correct in identifying a thread of agreement between religious-
 conservatives and antipornography feminists (Burstyn 1985), although the
 logical structures of these two points of view are considerably different. The
 results of the factor analysis confirm the ideological basis for an anti-
 pomography effort capable of attracting religious-conservatives and anti-
 porography feminists, but also suggest that any such cooperative, albeit
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 TABLE 2

 Typal Arrays

 Factor 1

 Religious-Conservative

 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

 85 83 24

 46 36 17

 41 15 5

 16 63 1

 77 59

 9 38

 61

 60

 66 70 39 18

 44 34 62 47

 37 19 29 35

 76 10 21 55

 64 6 86 73

 8 33 31 81

 72 14 22 82

 20 69 42 4

 48 51 68 11

 84 45 52

 57

 65

 80 40

 3 67

 71 78

 43 49

 53 58

 56 2

 27 7

 25 74

 26

 13 30

 54 28

 75 32

 50 79

 23

 12

 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

 85 62 33 14

 86 45 44 77

 24 35 74 51

 58 37 78 67

 84 43 54

 41 32 75

 60 49

 69 4

 34

 53 80 16 26

 25 50 27 70

 46 20 51 48

 79 68 5 55

 23 63 8 40

 2 56 83 1

 13 36 42 22

 19 52 12 17

 21 3 38 6

 7 9 81

 73

 28

 47 76 71

 31 30 65

 10 18 72

 66 11 82

 64 59

 39 29

 15

 57

 Factor 3

 Antipornography Feminist

 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

 41 15

 85 17

 36 46

 16 9

 6

 5

 10 44 69

 32 45 29

 24 78 31

 63 60 58

 66 38 26

 8 11 76

 86 48 37

 1 55 59

 79 51

 13

 64 54 47

 21 33 83

 19 22 30

 7 34 52

 42 28 71

 25 70 20

 68 82 81

 62 80 4

 57 77 74

 39 56

 72

 65

 75 67 53

 14 27 43

 23 73 2

 12 50 49

 35 61

 84 18
 40

 3

 NOTE: Numbers in the grid below the value rankings are statement identification
 numbers (see Appendix). Value rankings range from "most unlike my point of view" (-5)
 to "most like my point of view" ( + 5).

 uneasy, coalition can expect to face intransigent, uncompromising opposition
 from liberals, almost half of whom in our study indicated they were feminists

 or pro-feminists. While some feminists have emphasized the dangers of an
 alliance between feminists and religious-conservatives in antipomography
 efforts (Burstyn 1985; Duggan et al. 1985; Rich 1985), an alliance between
 Factor 2 feminists and nonfeminist liberals may also be problematic (see
 Clark 1983; Greschner 1985; McCormack 1985).

 Factor 2

 Liberal
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 LOGICAL AND ETHICAL

 STRUCTURES OF THE THREE POSITIONS

 Religious-Conservative

 Adherents of the religious-conservative view in this study emphasized the
 dangers that pornography poses to the moral development of children,
 traditional family values, and the moral fabric of society, with these concerns
 embedded in a religious orientation.

 Their agreement and disagreement with the 86 statements indicated that
 they believe that "pornography interferes with the healthy moral develop-
 ment of children" (+5 on #28), and that society should "take steps to prevent
 children from being exposed" to it (+5 on #30). They were concerned that
 "pornography teaches young people that sex is just a physical act rather than
 an integral part of a meaningful emotional relationship" (+4 on #12), and
 they feared that pornography will lead "young people to experiment with sex
 before marriage" and increase the rate of teenage pregnancy, adult promis-
 cuity, and adultery (+3 on #78). In short, Religious-Conservatives felt that
 pornography is undermining the traditional family unit and "the moral fabric

 of society" (+3 on #78), and that "we do no one a service by taking the atti-
 tude that what others do is their own concern and not that of their neighbor"
 (+2 on #3).

 Their position was that sexual relations should remain within the bound-
 aries of heterosexual marriage. They expressed an abhorrence of gay and
 lesbian sex (+5 on #79 and -4 on #83) and a belief that pornography portrays
 abnormal behavior as normal (+3 on #7). They agreed that

 pornography is like heroin and cocaine. People who use it keep coming back
 for more and more- to get new sexual highs. What was shocking and disgust-
 ing becomes commonplace. The creation of pain and the degradation of others
 become trivial matters (+3 on #74).

 Although the Religious-Conservative position here was that "pornogra-
 phy is an obsession with sex and the perversion of it," sex was not viewed as
 "dirty"-"after all, God created sex and pronounced his creation good"
 (+4 on #13). While it may seem counterintuitive to suggest that religious-
 conservatives believe that sex for its own sake is good, as some
 fundamentalists have denied the legitimacy of sex for pleasure (Davis 1983),
 our data indicate that contemporary religious-conservatives may value mar-
 ital sex. Ehrenreich et al. (1986, p. 135) observe that, to some extent, "the

 sexual revolution has penetrated even the self-enclosed world of right-wing
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 fundamentalism," and that sex books and manuals for Christian audiences

 have become increasingly popular (see LaHaye and LaHaye 1976; Morgan
 1973). Pornography, however, was differentiated from healthy sex and
 viewed as the perversion rather than the "celebration of sexuality" (-3 on
 #17; also see #1), as well as "a sin and an offense against God" (+5 on
 #32; also see #58, 54).

 Religious-Conservatives in this study did not believe that pornography
 plays "a healthy role in providing an outlet for sexual urges" (-5 on #16),
 that it prevents rape by giving people "a way to harmlessly act out their sexual
 fantasies" (-5 on #16), or that it provides useful information about sex
 (-4 on #63). To them, pornography was not "simply a diversion" or mere
 "entertainment" (-4 on #36). They disagreed that "there is no substantial
 evidence that pornography promotes or encourages rape and other forms of
 sexual violence" (-4 on #15).

 Their position focused on the potential harm of pornography to children
 and traditional morality, not to women. Their concern for women was
 strongest when the statements paired women with children:

 Those people who fail to see the harms done by pornography are like the
 tobacco companies who continue to say that smoking does not cause cancer.
 They defend pornography as freedom of speech and at the same time deny the
 injuries done by pornography to real women and children. (+4 on #75)

 Freedom of speech and freedom of press are among the most important rights
 granted by the U.S. constitution. But the Constitution was never intended to
 protect the rights of pornographers who encourage the exploitation and dehu-
 manization of women and children. (+4 on #50)

 Pornography lures many unsuspecting people into its web. Both children and
 adults are forced into making pornographic films against their will. (+4 on #23)

 At the policy level, this group favored enforcing "the criminal laws which
 are often violated in the production of pornography" (+3 on #40), and
 strongly opposed "making the production, distribution, and possession of all
 types of pornography completely legal" (-5 on #46). Although they appeared
 somewhat willing to "tolerate some types of pornography," as long as action
 is taken against the "hard-core" variety (+2 on #80), they were, of all three
 groups, the least opposed to censorship (see #64, 72, 70).

 Antipornography Feminist

 The Antipornography Feminist position in this study focused on the role
 pornography plays in maintaining and perpetuating "women's inferior social
 status" (+5 on #53). This group strongly endorsed the view that pornography
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 "leads to the violation of [women's] personal rights" (+5 on #49), and that it
 is "a form of sexual discrimination" that differentially harms women. The
 harm of pornography was seen by them to include "dehumanization, sexual
 exploitation, forced prostitution, and physical injury. It . . . diminishes
 women's opportunities for equal employment, education, and freedom of
 movement" (+5 on #43). Antipornography Feminists in this study believed
 that pornography "exists because of the economic interests that profit from
 the exploitation of women" (+5 on #2), and that "we need fundamental social
 changes in the way society treats women" (+5 on #53).

 They also thought pornography "degrading to both men and women"
 (+4 on #67) and harmful to both women (or adults) and children (+4 on #50,
 +3 on #75, +3 on #23). However, they did not strongly believe that "pornog-
 raphy interferes with the healthy moral development of children" (+1 on #28)
 or resonate with statements that focused only on the protection of children
 (+2 on #30).

 Antipornography Feminists in this study, like the Religious-Conserva-
 tives, felt that "pornography teaches young people that sex is just a physical
 act" (+3 and +4, respectively, on #12); however, only the Antipornography
 Feminists believed that pornography purports to teach "that what [men] see
 in magazines and films accurately reflects what women are really like"
 (+4 and -3, respectively, on #61) and "that violence is a normal and necessary
 part of sexual arousal" (+3 and -1, respectively, on #14). They felt that
 women are portrayed in pornography as sexually insatiable, desirous of male
 dominance, and even masochistic. Antipornography Feminists were more
 concerned that pornography teaches that violence is normal, whereas Reli-
 gious-Conservatives were more concerned that pornography teaches that
 sexual perversion is normal (see #7, 13). Antipornography Feminists did not
 express the antigay sentiments of Religious-Conservatives (see #79 and 83)
 or the concern that "pornography is destroying the family and the moral
 fabric of society" (-2 on #78). Antipornography Feminists did not concep-
 tualize pornography as "sin," and responded negatively to statements indi-
 cating a religious-based opposition to pornography (-3 on #32, -1 on #13,
 -1 on #58). Unlike Religious-Conservatives, they felt that "pornography
 should not be confused with obscenity. The fundamental issue in pornogra-
 phy is the control and exploitation of women by men ... [whereas obscen-
 ity] . . . concerns questions of what is immoral, tasteless, and just plain dirty"
 (+2 on #20).

 Points of similarity were rejection of the view that pornography is a
 "celebration of sexuality" (-4 on #17), simply "entertainment" (-5 on #36),
 useful "information about sex" (-3 on #63), or a healthy "outlet for sexual
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 urges" (-5 on #16). Both groups disagreed that there is no evidence that
 pornography "encourages rape" (-4 on #15; also see #1, 5, 8, 66).

 Antipornography Feminists in this study were more emotionally affected
 by and personally concerned about the pornography issue than were the
 Religious-Conservatives, perhaps because they focused on its concrete harm
 to women rather than on its abstract harm to the moral fabric of society. Their

 average scores on the following statements indicate the differences in emo-
 tional responses (the Antipornography Feminist scores are given first):

 When I see pornographic images I feel pain and sadness. (+3 and -1 on #84)

 Pornographic images offend me and make me angry. (+3 and +1 on #35)

 I understand some people are concerned about pornography, but it's just not
 an issue that concerns me very much. (-3 and -1 on #10)

 Antipornography feminists in this study did not believe that "all types of
 pornography" should be "completely legal" (-4 on #46) and advocated direct
 personal involvement in antipornography strategies:

 The best way to oppose pornography is through direct action such as civil
 disobedience, demonstrations, boycotts, education, petitions, and legal action.
 (+4 on #73)

 They did not express any serious reservations about censorship (see #72, 64,
 70,31), although they did not believe civil rights laws giving women the right
 "to sue the producers and distributors of pornography" constituted censorship
 (+2 on #52).

 Antipornography Feminists, in comparison to Religious-Conservatives,
 emphasized the distinction between pornography and erotica:

 I consider pornography and erotica to be two different things. Pornography
 combines sex and violence, and portrays women as objects to be used for the
 sexual pleasure of men. Erotica, in contrast, expresses love, affection, and
 mutuality in sexual relationships. (+4 and+2 on #27; also see #45)

 We need to make distinctions between various kinds of sexually oriented
 materials such as violent hard-core pornography, soft-core pornography, erot-
 ica, sex education materials, and so forth. Only in this way can we make
 intelligent decisions about these materials. (+4 and +1 on #18)

 Because Antipornography Feminists focused on the concrete harms produced
 by pornography, they were more supportive of sexually explicit materials
 that involve depictions of consensual, nonexploitive relations and of materi-
 als designed for sex education. However, they did not accept the view of
 some feminists (see English 1980) that "flood[ing] the market with erotica"
 will reduce the public's consumption of the materials that feminists find
 objectionable (0 on #19).
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 Antipornography Feminists were less likely than Religious-Conserva-
 tives to make a distinction between "hard-core pornography and mainstream
 men's magazines such as Playboy and Penthouse" (-2 and +1 on #11).
 Because they focused more on the pervasiveness of sexism in society (see
 #53), Antipornography Feminists were more likely to find the objectification
 of women in these popular men's magazines offensive.

 Liberal

 The liberals in this study made the question of pornography's definition
 central in their perspective:

 It's impossible to find a definition of pornography that everyone will agree
 with. Definitions of pornography are determined by individual tastes and
 preferences. What one person finds unappealing and even offensive, another
 person might find erotic and artistic. (+5 on #71)

 While they emphasized the need to distinguish between "violent hard-core
 pornography, soft-core pornography, erotica, [and] sex education materials"
 (+4 on #18), they did not strongly resonate with the pornography-erotica
 distinction (+1 on #27; also see #45). Of the three groups, only the Liberals
 indicated a strong enjoyment of some pornography, especially now that they
 could watch it on cable TV and VCRs in the privacy of their own homes
 (+2 on #48):

 There are different kinds of pornography. Some of it is crude and offensive.
 Some of it is violent and offensive. And some pornography is not offensive at
 all. This last type is often erotic and appealing. (+5 on #82)

 They were the most likely to distinguish between "hard-core pornography
 and mainstream men's magazines," believing that some men's magazines
 contain "good articles" as well as "beautiful" nudes that are "tastefully
 photographed" (+4 on #11). They disagreed with those who do not "under-
 stand how anyone can get sexually excited by looking at pictures of naked
 people" (-3 on #69), and they believed that "there is no reason why I should
 have to defend my enjoyment of pornography. After all, sexual arousal is its
 own best self-defense" (+2 on #6).

 They believed that people who want to ban pornography and sexually
 explicit materials are "too moralistic. In their self-righteous wisdom they
 have decided what the rest of us should see and read" (+4 on #76). They also
 thought that "we're overdoing it with all this concern about pornography,"
 and that "we're going back to the days of the Puritan ethic and sexual
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 repression. We should be more open and relaxed about nudity and sexuality"
 (+4 on #59; also see #10).

 The Liberals defended the right to produce and consume pornography,
 basing their argument on the necessity to maintain First Amendment free-
 doms:

 I oppose the censorship of pornography. Our First Amendment freedoms of
 free speech and free press must be preserved, even if some publications offend
 some people. The price of living in a free society is putting up with points of
 view you don't like. (+5 on #72)

 I am opposed to the censorship of pornography or any sexually explicit
 materials. If we remove hard-core magazines from bookstore shelves, Playboy
 and Penthouse will follow. After that, Glamour and Cosmopolitan will be
 found obscene by some politically influential group. Where does censorship
 stop? (+3 on #64)

 Although they believed "it won't do any good to try to censor or ban
 pornography because ... it will just go underground" (+3 on #31), they did
 express a respect for the legal status quo, agreeing with the Miller v.
 California U.S. Supreme Court decision on obscenity (413 U.S. 15 1973):

 As the U.S. Supreme Court has said, different communities should be allowed
 to enforce their own standards regarding pornography. The majority should
 decide if pornography should be available. (+3 on #57)

 They expressed mild support for a rating scheme for "printed materials"
 (+2 on #26) and appeared willing to prohibit the "public display" of pornog-
 raphy (+2 on #55). Insofar as they are "against the types of pornography that
 involve children" (+5 on #65), they also expressed implicit agreement with
 the New York v. Ferber decision that allows the banning of child pornography

 (458 U.S. 747 1982) because they believed that "society must take steps to
 prevent children from being exposed to pornography" (+4 on #30). However,
 they felt strongly that "as long as children are not involved,... adults should
 be allowed to see or participate in pornography" (+5 on #65). This protective
 stance toward children suggests an underlying concern that pornography may
 have some harmful effects, but with regard to adult pornography, this concern
 did not override First Amendment priorities or a desire to have access to
 pornography. If there are risks involved, adults are assumed to have the
 maturity to make responsible decisions for themselves. Further evidence of
 this tension is seen in this group's agreement with the following statements:

 I really don't know what the effects of pornography are. If I was convinced
 that it was harmful, I would want to do something about it. (+3 on #39)
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 It's hard to know what to do with pornography because the right to privacy
 and the right to protection seem to be in conflict. We want both freedom
 and security, but seem to have to choose between them. It's a hard decision.
 (+3 on #47)

 In general, the Liberals did not see pornography as harmful. They felt
 "there is no substantial evidence that pornography promotes ... sexual vio-
 lence" (+3 on #15), and they disagreed that pornography harms women (-3
 on #43), trivializes degradation and normalizes the abnormal (-3 on #74),
 undermines the traditional family unit and the moral fabric of society (-3 on
 #78), constitutes "a sin and an offense against God" (-3 on #32), or has "an
 effect on how we relate sexually to others" (-2 on #4). They rejected the
 notion that pornography is addicting (see #74), and in fact felt that "a little
 exposure to pornography is harmless and satisfies people's curiosity. After
 awhile, you just become bored with it" (+4 on #29). In their view, pornogra-
 phy may even be "beneficial because it helps to reduce sexual inhibitions and
 increase one's willingness to try new sexual experiences . . . [It may] help
 improve the sex lives of many couples" (+3 on #66). They did make a strong
 distinction between violent, hard-core and soft-core pornography (see #11,
 18, 82), and while they felt pornography does not negatively affect most men,

 they suspected it might "make men who have angry or hostile feelings toward
 women more likely to treat women aggressively" (+2 on #22; see Gray 1982).

 Overall, Liberals did not express any negative personal or emotional
 response to pornography; it did not offend or anger them (-4 on #35), elicit
 a pained or sad response (-4 on #84), or make them feel vulnerable (-3 on
 #33), self-conscious (-4 on #37), sexually inadequate (-5 on #24), cheap or
 dissatisfied with themselves (-4 on #62), or guilty (-3 on #44). They
 acknowledged the appeal of some pornography (see #82), and strongly
 rejected the notion that "people who regularly look at pornographic maga-
 zines or watch pornographic movies are just plain sick" (-5 on #86) or that
 they are wallowing in sin (-5 on #58). They expressed mild disagree-
 ment with the view that "nowadays we have so much pornography because
 men feel less powerful than they used to" (-2 on #34), and that "men
 need pornography because they have difficulty relating to real women"
 (-2 on #77).

 VIEWS ON PORNOGRAPHY AND

 POLITICAL-LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

 The three positions on pornography suggested different views of human
 nature and sexuality with particular political-legal implications. Concerned
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 about the human propensity to sin (#58), Religious-Conservatives believed
 that only in the context of the watchful and caring community can the
 individual find safety from moral peril (#3), and that even the Christian
 family is not safe from the corrupting influence of pornography (#78). They
 therefore opposed the proliferation of pornography, though for different
 reasons than those of Antipornography Feminists, and advocated that the
 criminal law be used against the production of pornography (#40, 46).

 While Antipornography Feminists shared some of the Religious-
 Conservatives' concerns about the dangers of untrammeled individual free-
 dom (#3), their substantial agreement about the harms of pornography (#50,

 67,75) belied a fundamental disagreement about the nature of sexuality itself.
 Religious-Conservatives viewed pornography as the perversion of a naturally
 good sexuality realized only through heterosexual marriage (#7, 13, 78).
 Antipornography Feminists, in contrast, implied that sexuality is socially
 constructed and learned rather than natural. They focused not on perversion
 but on pornography's pernicious socializing influence: It teaches that vio-
 lence is a normal part of sexual arousal (#14) and that what men see in
 magazines and films are what women are really like (#61). Although Reli-
 gious-Conservatives appeared to adopt a socialization model when express-
 ing concern about children's moral development (#28) and adults' commit-
 ment to family-centered sex (#78), they did not believe that pornography
 conditions men's conception of women and women's sexuality. For them,
 pornography may promote sexual obsession and tempt men to have illicit
 sex, but they did not feel that men acquired a "pornographic" view of women.

 Thus Antipornography Feminists were more concerned about sexism and
 the sexual objectification of women (#11, 61) and more strongly advocated
 changes in the way society treats women (#53). They focused on
 pornography's discriminatory effects and role in maintaining women's infe-
 rior social status (#43, 49, 53). In contrast, the social and political agenda of
 Religious-Conservatives aims to preserve the traditional nuclear family, an
 institution that feminists generally believe reinforces women's subordinate
 status and oppresses sexual minorities (Jaggar 1983). These different con-
 cerns were reflected in different conceptions of pornography. Antipornogra-
 phy Feminists asserted a distinction between pornography and obscenity that
 Religious-Conservatives did not make (#20). For the former, pornography is
 sexually explicit material that creates and reinforces gender-based power
 differentials, while obscenity focuses on representations of sex that are often
 perceived as immoral and in bad taste, but that may not be pornographic.
 Religious-Conservatives, in contrast, tended to equate the concepts of por-
 nography and obscenity, and consequently deemed materials pornographic
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 that are nonproblematic from a feminist perspective (e.g., depictions of
 consensual homosexual activity; #79, 83). It follows that the Antipornogra-
 phy Feminists have reason to heed warnings that Religious-Conservatives
 desire to censor some sex education materials, other materials deemed
 sexually liberating for women, and erotic imagery not considered offensive
 or pornographic (#18, 64, 70, 72; see Burstyn 1985; Duggan et al. 1985; Rich
 1985).

 The distinction between pornography and obscenity made by Anti-
 pornography Feminists suggests agreement with the critique of traditional
 legal approaches that has been advanced by feminists such as Catharine
 MacKinnon (1984) and Andrea Dworkin (1985). According to MacKinnon
 and Dworkin, criminal law approaches, including obscenity law, have not
 been effective in eliminating pornography. Obscenity law in particular is
 aimed not at protecting individuals from harm, but at maintaining the "purity"
 of the community. Thus while Antipornography Feminists in this study, like
 Religious-Conservatives, supported enforcement of criminal laws against
 pornography (#40,46), they were more willing to expand remedies to include
 civil action (#52) and direct confrontation (#73).

 Because Antipornography Feminists viewed pornography as a form of
 sexual discrimination and violation of the personal rights of women (#43, 49,
 53), they refused to endorse the majority rule implied by the Miller decision
 (#57). Presumably, for them, the fundamental rights of women overrode
 considerations of majority rule. Similarly, while Antipornography Feminists
 considered First Amendment freedoms important, they did not believe these
 freedoms were intended to protect pornographers (#50). With their personal
 and empathic involvement in this issue (#10, 35, 84), they were acutely
 concerned about the concrete harm to real people, and only then about the
 abstract obligation to respect First Amendment liberties (#72).

 The Liberals, in contrast, granted priority to First Amendment freedoms
 of speech and press over most concerns about pornography (#72). Tradition-
 ally, liberals have favored an expanded sphere of freedom for individuals and
 have held that individuals can independently assess and rationally pursue
 their self-interests (see #76; Jaggar 1983). Since pornography may be a
 vehicle for the gratification of sexual self-interests (#66, 82), the only
 justifiable restrictions on the consumption of pornography are those invoked
 by the necessity to avoid doing harm to others (#39; see Mill 1961). In this
 study, Liberals felt that if there were harmful consequences, restrictions on
 the production and distribution of some pornographic materials might be
 allowed (#46). In the case of children, restrictions might even be encouraged
 (#30, 65). But in the absence of evidence of harm (#15) and consensus about
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 the types of sexually explicit materials that should be restricted (#71; also
 see #11, 18, 82), they thought community standards or consumer demand
 should prevail (#31, 57). Thus Liberals appeared to be willing to tolerate
 some commercialization of sexuality (#11, 64). They viewed human sexual-
 ity as naturally good, a feature of existence to be enjoyed (see #1, 6, 17), and
 were more concerned about the harm of sexual repression than about the harm
 of pornography (#59; see Davis 1983).

 The Liberals' willingness to endorse community standards and child
 pornography restrictions suggests acceptance of obscenity law as it has been
 defined by U.S. Supreme Court rulings. For the time being, the liberal
 position has become the status quo, and much pornography, including violent
 pornography, has been allowed to flourish under prevailing law (MacKinnon
 1984). However, if Religious-Conservatives were to be successful in chang-
 ing community standards and gaining control of the state law enforcement
 apparatus, the community standards provision of the Miller decision would
 work against the Liberals.

 CONCLUSION

 Ideologies are symbolic systems used by individuals to make sense of their
 world and to guide their social action. Most important, ideologies are shared
 cognitive structures. In this study, 79 of the 85 subjects' views correlated
 significantly with the views of others. Considering the number of ways these
 statements could have been rank-ordered, it is noteworthy that subjects
 operating independently reproduced similar Q-sorts in such a consistent
 manner.

 This pattern of response raises the larger issue of the relationships among
 ideology, human subjectivity, and social structure. From the perspective of
 methodological individualism (see Alexander 1982), one might argue that
 the 85 subjects acted independently to generate the three positions on
 pornography. Yet from a structuralist perspective, ideology exists as an
 element of culture, and the positions on pornography exist independently of
 the specific individuals performing the Q-sort. Ideology, in addition to its
 other functions, provides the interface between individuals and ongoing
 institutionalized social practices. To the extent that subjects in this study
 made "choices," these choices were constituents of readily available systems
 of shared symbolic meaning.

 In structural terms, the subjects in our study gave voice to current conflicts

 between social institutions and practices. Religious-Conservatives felt that
 traditional family values and the sanctity of marital sex were threatened by
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 the commercialization of sexuality and access to variety tolerated by Liber-
 als. Antipornography Feminists, like Liberals, did not want to rule out some
 varieties of sexuality that the Religious-Conservatives condemned (e.g., gay
 and lesbian sex and other nonmarital sex), but they differed over whether
 pornography demeans, objectifies, and threatens women and conveys mis-
 information about female sexuality. Antipornography Feminists could not
 accept the values of Liberals who minimized the harm of pornography and
 emphasized the individual's right to access, as long as it met the local
 community's standards of approval.

 Although feminist and religious antipornography activists desire some
 community control over pornography to protect people from its harmful
 consequences, the significant differences between these two groups make
 political coalitions tenuous and conflictual. In promoting antipornography
 politics, feminists face the danger of facilitating the religious-conservative's
 establishment of a broader antifeminist social agenda. On the other hand, an
 alignment of anticensorship feminists with nonfeminist anticensorship forces
 minimizes women's particular sexual vulnerability.
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 APPENDIX

 Q-Sort Statements on Pornography and Factor Scores

 Q-Sort Statements

 1. I like pornography because I think sex is a beautiful
 thing that shouldn't be covered up.

 2. Pornography exists because of the economic inter-
 ests that profit from the exploitation of women.

 3. Some people say that pornography is nothing more
 than innocent pleasure, that each person should be
 free to enjoy what he or she pleases. Yet we cannot
 let everyone do everything they enjoy. Some people
 enjoy causing others pain. We do no one a service
 by taking the attitude that what others do is their own
 concern and not that of their neighbor.

 4. Pornography has an effect on how we relate sexually
 to others. During sex, our minds become filled with
 images which cause us to lose touch with each other.

 5. 1 like pornography because it's sexually stimulating.
 6. There is no reason why I should have to defend my

 enjoyment of pornography. After all, sexual arousal
 is its own best self-defense.

 7. One of the worst effects of pornography is the con-
 stant portrayal of abnormal and perverted sexual
 behavior as normal.

 8. Pornography makes me feel sexy. It gets me in the
 mood for sex.

 9. Whatever our personal reactions to it, we must realize
 that pornography is a source of income and a means
 of survival for some women. This is a reason I don't

 feel comfortable condemning pornography.
 10. I understand some people are concerned about

 pornography, but it's just not an issue that concerns
 me very much.

 11. A clear distinction must be made between hard-core

 pornography and mainstream men's magazines such
 as Playboy and Penthouse whose nudes are beauti-
 ful and tastefully photographed. Sometimes these
 magazines also contain good articles.

 12. Pornography teaches young people that sex is just
 a physical act rather than an integral part of a mean-
 ingful emotional relationship.

 Factor Scoresa
 1 2 3

 - 3 [2] -3

 [3] [-1] [5]

 2 [0] 3

 1 [-2] 2

 -3 [1] -4
 [-1] [2] [-4]

 [3] -1 0

 -2 [1] -3

 -4 [0] -4

 [-1] [3] [-3]

 [1] [4] [-2]

 4 [1] 3
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Factor Scoresa
 Q-Sort Statements 1 2 3

 13. Sex is not dirty; after all, God created sex and pro- [4]
 nounced his creation good. But pornography is an
 obsession with sex and the perversion of it.

 14. Pornography teaches that violence is a normal and [-1]
 necessary part of sexual arousal.

 15. There is no substantial evidence that pornography -4
 promotes and encourages rape and other forms of
 sexual violence.

 16. Pornography is not harmful. Instead, it plays a healthy -5
 role in providing an outlet for sexual urges. In some
 cases it may even prevent rape because it gives
 people a way to harmlessly act out their sexual
 fantasies.

 17. Pornography is the celebration of sexuality and a -3
 form of artistic expression.

 18. We need to make distinctions between various kinds [1]
 of sexually oriented materials such as violent hard-
 core pornography, soft-core pornography, erotica, sex
 education materials, and so forth. Only in this way can
 we make intelligent decisions about these materials.

 19. In order to reduce people's desire to see or read -1
 pornography, we should flood the market with erotica
 and give people a more attractive and healthy
 alternative.

 20. Pornography should not be confused with obscenity. [-2]
 The fundamental issue in pornography is the control
 and exploitation of women by men. Obscenity, on the
 other hand, concerns questions of what is immoral,
 tasteless, and just plain dirty.

 21. More people would admit they felt uncomfortable 0
 about pornography if they weren't so afraid of appear-
 ing prudish.

 22. Pornography doesn't have any negative effect on most 0
 men, but it does make men who have angry or hostile
 feelings toward women more likely to treat women
 aggressively.

 23. Pornography lures many unsuspecting people into its 4
 web. Both children and adults are forced into making
 pornographic films against their will.

 -1 -1

 [-2] [3]

 [3] -4

 [1] -5

 [2] -4

 4 4

 -1 0

 [0] [2]

 -1 0

 2 1

 [-1] 3

 (continued)
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Factor Scoresa
 Q-Sort Statements 1 2 3

 24. Pornography makes me feel sexually inadequate. The
 sex life of people in magazines, books, and films is
 more spectacular than mine.

 25. Sometimes when we least expect it, we are exposed
 to sexually oriented materials. I find this embarrassing.

 26. We already have ratings for the movie industry. There
 is no reason why printed materials cannot be rated and
 hopefully controlled in the same way.

 27. I consider pornography and erotica to be two different
 things. Pornography combines sex and violence, and
 portrays women as objects to be used for the sexual
 pleasure of men. Erotica, in contrast, expresses love,
 affection, and mutuality in sexual relationships.

 28. Pornography interferes with the healthy moral devel-
 opment of children.

 29. A little exposure to pornography is harmless and sat-
 isfies people's curiosity. After awhile, you just become
 bored with it.

 30. Society must take steps to prevent children from being
 exposed to pornography.

 31. It won't do any good to try to censor or ban pornog-
 raphy because people who want it will get it anyway.
 It will just go underground, so what's the point?

 32. Pornography is a sin and an offense against God.
 33. Pornography sometimes scares me. It makes me feel

 vulnerable.

 34. Nowadays, we have so much pornography because
 men feel less powerful than they used to.

 35. Pornographic images offend me and make me angry.
 36. Pornography is entertainment. It's simply a diversion.

 It's not much different from the Gong Show or
 Dynasty, and it harms no one.

 37. Pornography makes me feel self-conscious and
 ashamed about my body.

 38. Most of the people who are against pornography are
 the kind of hypocrites who will read a book from cover
 to cover, and then complain afterward that it is
 obscene-even though they enjoyed each and every
 word.

 -3 [-5] -3

 2 [-1] 0

 2

 2

 2 [-1]

 1 [4]

 [5] 0  1

 [0] [4] [-1]

 [5]  [4] [2]

 [0] [3] [-1]

 [5] -3 -3
 [-1] [-3] [1]

 -1 -2 [1]

 [1] [-4]
 -4 [0]

 [3]
 -5

 -2 [-4] -1

 -3  [1] -2
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Factor Scoresa
 Q-Sort Statements 1 2 3

 39. I really don't know what the effects of pornography are.
 If I was convinced that it was harmful, I would want to
 do something about it.

 40. To fight pornography we should enforce the criminal
 laws which are often violated in the production of por-
 nography.

 41. Most women secretly desire to be dominated, forced
 into sex acts, and even raped. This is an important
 truth found in pornography that women simply don't
 want to admit.

 42. Cities should regulate pornography by limiting its
 availability to specially zoned areas. In this way our
 civil liberties of speech and press can be protected
 while those people who don't want to be exposed
 to pornography don't have to.

 43. Pornography is a form of sexual discrimination
 because it harms women. The harm of pornography
 includes dehumanization, sexual exploitation, forced
 prostitution, and physical injury. It thus diminishes
 women's opportunities for equal employment, educa-
 tion, and freedom of movement.

 44. I like pornography but I know that I shouldn't. It makes
 me feel guilty.

 45. There is no real difference between pornography and
 erotica. They both objectify, demean, and insult
 women.

 46. I am in favor of making the production, distribution,
 and possession of all types of pornography com-
 pletely legal.

 47. It's hard to know what to do with pornography
 because the right to privacy and the right to protec-
 tion seem to be in conflict. We want both freedom

 and security, but seem to have to choose between
 them. It's a hard decision.

 48. I feel much more comfortable about pornography than
 I used to because now I can watch it in the privacy
 of my own home.

 0 [3] 0

 3 [2] 3

 -5 -4 -5

 0 1 0

 [2] [-3] [5]

 -2 [-3]  -2

 [0] [-4] [-2]

 [-5] [-1] [-4]

 [1] 3 2

 -2  [2] -2

 (continued)
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Q-Sort Statements

 49. Pornography not only degrades and dehumanizes
 women; it also leads to the violation of their per-
 sonal rights.

 50. Freedom of speech and freedom of press are among
 our most important rights granted by the U.S. Consti-
 tution. But the Constitution was never intended to pro-
 tect the rights of pornographers who encourage the
 exploitation and dehumanization of women and
 children.

 51. Our society encourages the sexual repression of
 women. Most women would like pornography more if
 it were produced in a way that appealed to them as
 well as to men.

 52. Censorship is different from other ways of regulating
 pornography. If, for example, women were able to sue
 the producers and distributors of pornography for vio-
 lation of their civil rights, that would not be censorship.

 53. Pornography perpetuates and maintains women's
 inferior social status. We need fundamental social

 changes in the way society treats women.
 54. Pornography and spirituality cannot go hand-in-hand.

 If people are spiritually aware, they have respect for
 themselves and others. Pornography feeds off disre-
 spect for self and others.

 55. Pornography should be available to those who want
 it. But its public display should be prohibited, and it
 should be hidden from view.

 56. I am against pornography, at least some of it. But I
 really don't know what we can do about it.

 57. As the U.S. Supreme Court has said, different com-
 munities should be allowed to enforce their own

 standards regarding pornography. The majority
 should decide if pornography should be available.

 58. Sin has been with us since Adam and Eve. It will

 probably be with us until the end of time, but we
 must not wallow in it. Pornography must be stopped.

 59. I think we're over-doing it with all this concern about
 pornography. It seems that we're going back to the
 days of the Puritan ethic and sexual repression. We
 should be more open and relaxed about nudity and
 sexuality.

 Factor Scoresa
 1 2 3

 [3] [-2] [5]

 4  [0] 4

 -1 [1] -1

 1 0 [2]

 [2] [-1] [5]

 [4] [-2] [1]

 1 2 [-2]

 [2] 0 1

 0 [3] 0

 [3] [-5] [-1]

 [-3] [4] [-1]
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Q-Sort Statements

 60. I worry that pornography will make my partner expect
 me to do things that I really don't want to do.

 61. Pornography teaches men that what they see in mag-
 azines and films accurately reflects what women are
 really like.

 62. I feel cheap and dissatisfied with myself when I read
 or watch pornography.

 63. Pornographic materials are a useful source of infor-
 mation about sex.

 64. I am opposed to the censorship of pornography or
 any sexually explicit materials. If we remove hard-
 core magazines from bookstore shelves, Playboy and
 Penthouse will follow. After that, Glamour and
 Cosmopolitan will be found obscene by some polit-
 ically influential group. Where does censorship stop?

 65. I am against the types of pornography that involve
 children. As long as children are not involved, how-
 ever, adults should be allowed to see or participate
 in pornography.

 66. Pornography is beneficial because it helps to reduce
 sexual inhibitions and increase one's willingness to
 try new sexual experiences. I think that it would help
 improve the sex lives of many couples.

 67. Pornography is degrading to both men and women.
 68. Far from protecting women against violence, the cen-

 sorship of pornography will perpetuate those conditions
 which place women in danger. Censoring pornography
 will not make it disappear, but will hide its harmful
 effects from public view.

 69. I don't understand how anyone can get sexually
 excited by looking at pictures of naked people.

 70. The censorship of pornography will lead to the cen-
 sorship of works of authors, artists, feminists, or any-
 body who wants to change society.

 71. It's impossible to find a definition of pornography that
 everyone will agree with. Definitions of pornography
 are determined by individual tastes and preferences.
 What one person finds unappealing and even offen-
 sive, another person might find erotic and artistic.

 Factor Scoresa
 1 2 3

 -3 -3 -2

 -3 -2 [4]

 0 [-4] 0

 -4 [0] -3

 [-2] [3] [0]

 0 [5] 0

 -2 [3] -3

 3 [-2] 4
 0 0 0

 -1 [-3] -1

 [-1] 2 1

 2 [5] 2

 (continued)
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Factor Scoresa
 Q-Sort Statements 1 2 3

 72. I oppose the censorship of pornography. Our First
 Amendment freedoms of free speech and free press
 must be preserved, even if some publications offend
 some people. The price of living in a free society is
 putting up with points of view you don't like.

 73. The best way to oppose pornography is through direct
 action such as as civil disobedience, demonstrations,
 boycotts, education, petitions, and legal action.

 74. Pornography is like heroin or cocaine. People who
 use it keep coming back for more and more-to get
 new sexual highs. What was shocking and disgusting
 becomes commonplace. The creation of pain and the
 degradation of others become trivial matters.

 75. Those people who fail to see the harms done by por-
 nography are like the tobacco companies who continue
 to say that smoking does not cause cancer. They
 defend pornography as freedom of speech and at the
 same time deny the injuries done by pornography to
 real women and children.

 76. Those people who favor banning pornography and
 sexually explicit materials are too moralistic. In their
 self-righteous wisdom they have decided what the rest
 of us should see and read.

 77. Men need pornography because they have difficulty
 relating to real women.

 78. Pornography leads young people to experiment with
 sex before marriage, and it contributes to the high rate
 of teenage pregnancy we have today. It also leads to
 adult promiscuity and adultery. In short, pornography
 is destroying the family and the moral fabric of society.

 79. I would find sexually explicit pictures of sex between
 two men especially offensive.

 80. Although I'm willing to tolerate some types of pornog-
 raphy, I believe we must take action against the "hard-
 core" variety.

 81. I don't like pornography, but I do find some sexually
 explicit materials stimulating.

 82. There are different kinds of pornography. Some of it
 is crude and offensive. Some of it is violent and offen-

 [-2] [5] [0]

 1 0 [4]

 [3] [-3] [2]

 4 [-2] 3

 -2 [4] -1

 -4 -2 [11

 [3] [-3] [-2]

 [5] -1 -2

 [2] 0

 1 1 2

 1 [5] 1

 1
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 APPENDIX Continued

 Factor Scoresa
 Q-Sort Statements 1 2 3

 sive. And some pornography is not offensive at all.
 This last type is often erotic and appealing.

 83. I find pictures of lesbian love-making completely [-4] [1] [2]
 acceptable and not at all offensive.

 84. When I see pornographic images I feel pain and [-1] [-4] [3]
 sadness.

 85. I like pornography because it puts women in their -5 -5 -5
 place.

 86. People who regularly look at pornographic magazines [0] [-5] [-3]
 or watch pornographic movies are just plain sick.

 aDistinguishing statements are signified by factor scores within brackets. They indicate
 statistically significant differences (p < .01) between points of view. Factor scores in
 brackets are statistically different from the other scores for the statement in question.

 NOTE

 1. See Barry 1979; Bart 1985, 1986; Blakely 1985; Burstyn 1985; Diamond 1980; Durham
 1986; Dworkin 1985; English 1980; Gray 1982; Harper's 1984; Hughes 1970; Lederer 1980;
 MacKinnor. 1984; Minnery 1986; Newsweek 1985; Soble 1986; Squire 1985.
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